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A B S T R A C T   

This work studies the influence of incorporating organo-modified montmorillonite (OMMT) nanoclay in class G 
cement pastes on chemical and mechanical resistance in CO2-rich environments. Cement paste specimens, with 
and without added nanoclay (0.5%, 1%, 2% in wt.), were submitted to degradation tests in CO2-saturated water 
and wet supercritical CO2, at 90 ◦C and 15 MPa. Scanning electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, computed X-ray 
microtomography, pycnometry, Vickers microhardness measurements, and compressive strength tests were used 
to evaluate the effect of the OMMT nanoclay on the cement paste properties. The addition of 0.5% OMMT 
nanoclay increased the specific density and the compressive strength of hardened cement paste and decreased 
chemically modified layer as a result of CO2 attack. However, these effects became less evident with increasing 
OMMT nanoclay content. Additionally, the Vickers microhardness and compressive strength results suggest that 
OMMT nanoclay can prevent the high precipitation of carbonates that influences the diffusion of CO2 into cement 
paste.   

1. Introduction 

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) in geological formations shows 
much promise as a technology for mitigating CO2 emissions, the main 
greenhouse gas [1–8]. CCS consists of capturing and separating the CO2 
released from a stationary source, and then transporting it to storage 
sites for injection into geological formations. Examples of such sites 
include oil- and gas-depleted fields, saline aquifers, and deep coal beds 
[2–4,9–11]. The CO2 is injected in the supercritical state (the critical 
point corresponds to 7.38 MPa and 31 ◦C) to allow the storage of large 
amounts of CO2, at depths recommended to exceed 800 m [3,12]. CO2 
solubility in water decreases with increasing salinity and temperature 
and improves with increasing pressure. Although CO2 has been injected 
into geological formations for several decades for various purposes, 
including enhanced oil recovery (EOR), long-term CO2 storage is a 
relatively new concept. The use of this technology requires the main-
tenance of the integrity of the injection wells over time in order to 
prevent CO2 leakage [13]. Cement paste is used to insulate the wells by 
filling the cylindrical gap between the steel casing and the drilled rock. 
Therefore, the cement paste must ensure the structural integrity of the 
well and geological formations during hydrocarbon exploration and CO2 
injection and storage over long time periods. In addition, cement paste 

can also be used to form a sealing plug over an abandoned well. Many 
studies have shown that the cement paste typically used in wells can 
undergo chemical changes in CO2-rich environments resulting from 
carbonic acid attack, which affects its properties and compromises well 
integrity [14–21]. Chemical reactions of cement paste in CO2 medium 
are shown in Table 1. The CO2 dissolved in the formation fluids reacts 
with the hydrate products of the cement paste, calcium hydroxide (Ca 
(OH)2-portlandite), and calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) to form calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3). From a consideration of the thermodynamic free 
energy, the portlandite is consumed first, producing a highly porous 
zone (portlandite-depleted zone). The precipitation of calcium carbon-
ate (CaCO3) in the cement pores produces a zone of low porosity and 
high hardness (carbonated zone). However, as Ca(OH)2 is consumed, the 
pH of the pore solution decreases and the dissolution of the previously 
precipitated calcium carbonate begins, creating a highly porous zone 
(bicarbonation zone). Once the portlandite is consumed, the CSH is 
attacked, forming amorphous silica gel [5,17–19]. 

Alternative solutions designed to prevent or minimize the degrada-
tion of cement paste under carbon geological storage conditions have 
been tested [14,15,22]. The use of pozzolanic materials has attracted 
particular interest since it decreases permeability and reduces amount of 
portlandite that forms CSH as secondary product, hindering CO2 
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diffusion and consequently minimizing cement carbonation [23–27]. On 
the other hand, advances in nanotechnology have contributed to the 
improvement of cement-based material performance. The use of nano-
particles in cement pastes has generated much interest since they have 
the potential to provide new material functionalities and because some 
nanoparticles can enhance properties such as high strength, low 
permeability and porosity, enhanced durability, low retraction, cracking 
self-control, and good adhesion to steel [28–30]. Silica (SiO2), alumina 
(Al2O3), titanium dioxide (TiO2), zinc dioxide (ZnO2), and calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3) are examples of nanoparticles that have been added 
to cement-based material [14,31–37]. Nanoparticles, such as silica 
(SiO2) and alumina (Al2O3), affect the mechanical properties of cement 
pastes strongly because of their high chemical reactivity, which stems 
from their large surface area, and by acting as a filler in the interstices 
between the cement grains, resulting in a denser matrix. Furthermore, 
these nanoparticles act as nucleation sites, accelerating the hydration 
process. Because of their high reactivity, they accelerate pozzolanic re-
actions, producing additional amounts of CSH gel and forming smaller 
Ca(OH)2 and CSH crystals [29,31,33]. Among the various nanoparticle 
types, lamellar nanoparticles such as clays are of special interest, given 
their high aspect ratio, pozzolanic nature and relatively low cost. They 
may also carry a surface charge capable of interacting with other ma-
terial structures [38–41]. Kuo et al. [38] showed that adding hydro-
phobic organo-modified montmorillonite (OMMT) micro-particles to 
cement mortars improves their strength and can produce a diffusion 
barrier around capillary pores. Additionally, Yu et al. [41] observed that 
the damping properties of cement paste are improved by the presence of 
OMMT. 

However, studies involving the addition of nanoparticles to cement 
pastes used for oil-wells are scarce in the literature. The main challenge 
is to achieve an adequate dispersion of the nanoparticles. The formation 
of particle agglomeration affects the rheological behavior of slurry and 
the properties of the cement paste. Given the difficulty of dispersing 
particles during mixing, some authors suggest an appropriate percent-
age of nanoparticle of approximately 1%–5% by weight of cement [14, 
33]. Since the addition of some nanoparticles can reduces the cement 
paste permeability and porosity, in principle they could also decrease 
the diffusion of acid solution into the matrix and enhance properties 
such as the mechanical strength and the durability of the cement paste 
when exposed to a CO2-rich environment. Thus, the present work in-
vestigates the effect of incorporating OMMT nanoclay on the degrada-
tion of class G cement paste (employed for the completion and 
abandonment of oil-wells) in media containing CO2 at a high pressure 
and high temperature (HPHT). 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Organo-modified montmorillonites (OMMT) preparation 

Clays are either expandable or non-expandable. Well-known exam-
ples of expandable clays are smectites. These include montmorillonite 
(MT), whose chemical structure consists of an edge-shared octahedral 

sheet with aluminum or magnesium hydroxide and two silicate tetra-
hedral layers with sodium or calcium cations [38]. Typically, MT par-
ticles are highly hydrophilic and the water absorbed in the region 
between the layers causes their expansion, which can drastically affect 
the cement slurry workability and induce microcracks in the cementi-
tious matrix because water is absorbed in the interlayer regions between 
silicate layers. One way to overcome this problem is through cation 
exchange. By replacing sodium or calcium in the interlamellar layer with 
organic cations, hydrophilicity is reduced, and the material becomes 
organophilic and at the same time the organic cations increase the 
interplanar distance between layers promoting the clay expansion prior 
its addition to cement [30,42]. When properly exfoliated, the silicate 
layer thicknesses are of the order of 1 nm and can thus be utilized to 
improve the microstructure and mechanical properties of cement pastes 
and impede the diffusion of aggressive agents [30,38,41,42]. 

In this work, MT was obtained from natural sodium bentonite 
(aluminum phyllosilicate clay) supplied by Schumacher Insumos 
(Brazil), and the organo-modified montmorillonites (nanoclay) were 
achieved by cation exchange of interlayer cations with quaternary 
ammonium cations (hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide) accord-
ing to procedure described below. This cationic surfactant increases the 
interplanar distance between layers promoting the clay expansion prior 
adding to cement [38,40–42]. To separate the clay fraction from 
bentonite, ultrasonic centrifugation was used to disperse the particles 
for 5 min. Sieves with mesh numbers 200, 400, and 635 (openings size of 
75 μm, 38 μm and 20 μm, respectively) were used successively to obtain 
particles smaller than the 20 μm. An X-ray pattern of smectite clay is 
shown in Fig. 1, displaying the high intensity characteristic peak asso-
ciated with montmorillonite at 7.2◦ for the (001) crystallographic 
planes. 

Before performing the Na cations substitution, a cation exchange 
capacity test was carried out by methylene blue adsorption according to 
the ASTM C 837-84 standard, yielding a MT cation exchange capacity of 
90 meq/100 g. The replacement of Na cations was performed using a 
quaternary ammonium salt (hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide) 
by dissolving 24 g of smectite in 1200 mL deionized water at 80 ◦C with 
mechanical stirring. A quaternary ammonium salt solution (7.9 g dis-
solved in 23.7 mL deionized water) was then added to the smectite so-
lution, while continuing to stir for an additional 30 min. The solution 
was left to rest for 24 h and was then filtered using grade 3 qualitative 
filter paper and finally washed with 4 L of water to remove the 
remaining quaternary ammonium salt. The resulting material was dried 

Table 1 
Chemical reactions involved in the cement degradation process in the presence 
of CO2.  

CO2 Dissociation 
Reaction 1 CO2 + H2O ↔H2CO3 ↔ H+ + HCO3

− ↔ 2H+ + CO3 
2- 

Cement Paste Carbonation 
Reaction 2 Ca(OH)2(s) + 2H+ + CO3

2− →CaCO3(s) + 2H2O 
Reaction 3 C3.4-S2-H8(s) + 2H+ + CO3

2− →CaCO3(s) + SiOxOHx (s) 

Reaction 4 Ca(OH)2(s) + H+ + HCO3
− → CaCO3(s) + 2H2O 

Reaction 5 C3.4-S2-H8(s) + H+ + HCO3
− → CaCO3(s) + SiOxOHx (s) 

Bicarbonation 
Reaction 6 CO2 + H2O + CaCO3(s) ↔ Ca2+ + 2 HCO3

−

Reaction 7 2H+ + CaCO3(s) ↔ CO2 + Ca2+ + H2O  

Fig. 1. X-ray pattern of natural sodium bentonite. A = albite; M = montmo-
rillonite; Q = quartz. 
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for 24 h at 60 ◦C and then ground. Sieves were used to obtain particles 
smaller than a 635 mesh. Fig. 2a illustrates the microstructure of OMMT 
nanoclay, evidencing the presence of multilayers. X-ray diffraction an-
alyses were performed to confirm the efficiency of the cation exchange 
process used for obtaining the OMMT. Fig. 2b shows the diffractogram of 
the OMMT nanoclay. In the X-ray spectrum, the main montmorillonite 
characteristic peak for (001) planes is shifted to a smaller angle, from 
7.2◦ to approximately 4.5◦. Bragg’s law implies that the interlamellar 
distance for (001) planes increased from 12.3 Å to 19.6 Å, consistent 
with the replacement of sodium with quaternary ammonium salt. 

2.2. Preparation of cementitious pastes and curing conditions 

The cementitious pastes (without additives) were prepared accord-
ing to the procedure established in the American Petroleum Institute 
(specification API 10A, 2009 [43]) using a 0.44 water/solid ratio. The 
standard cement paste (0% OMMT) was produced by stirring the water 
with oil-well class G cement for 15 s with a rotation speed of 4000 rpm, 
followed by 35 s at 12,000 rpm to complete the mixing. The amounts of 
OMMT nanoclay used were 0.5%, 1%, and 2% in weight replacing the 
cement. Due to hydrophobicity of OMMT particles, they are difficult to 
mix at the same time with water and cement. Therefore, the OMMT 
particles should be stirred vigorously in water to form a well-dispersed 
suspension solution before cement grains were added [38,40,42]. For 
cement pastes preparation, the OMMT particles were added slowly to 
water under continuous mechanical stirring at a speed of 1000 rpm 
during 3 h. After that, the cement was then added, and the mixing was 
performed as described above. The mini-slump test was used to evaluate 
the workability related to the yield stress of fresh cementitious pastes. It 
was performed using the Kantro method [44] by measuring the diameter 
of a pat (spread) formed by cement paste upon lifting of a mini-slump 
cone and the test results are expressed as an average over six measure-
ments. The fresh cementitious pastes were poured into the cylindrical 
polymeric molds, producing specimens with a height of 46 mm and a 
diameter of 23 mm. The cement specimens were cured at 60 ◦C for 8 h 
prior to CO2 degradation tests in a pressure vessel filled with distilled 
water by pressurizing nitrogen (N2) until reach 6 MPa. These curing 
conditions produce more than 70% of reaction products for oil-well 
cement slurry and further hydration of cement is very slow [45]. After 
curing, the samples were immediately placed in the reactor for the 
degradation test in CO2-rich media. 

Pycnometry was used to determine the specific mass of the cemen-
titious systems, and the analyses were performed with the Quantach-
rome Instruments multipycnometer, model MVP- 6DC, using nitrogen 
gas. For pycnometry analysis, the cured cement specimens were trans-
versally cut at the middle producing cylindrical samples of 23 × 23mm. 

The samples were oven-dried at 80 ◦C for 48 h prior to measurements. 
The heating until reach the set temperature was gradual to avoid 
cracking. 

2.3. Degradation tests in a CO2 environment at HPHT 

Degradation tests were performed under a pressure of 15 MPa to 
simulate an oil-well of approximate depth 1.5 km, considering that the 
well pressure varies with a gradient of approximately 10 MPa km− 1[46]. 
The temperature used in the experiments was 90 ◦C. Under these 
experimental conditions of temperature and pressure, the CO2 is in the 
supercritical state, which is considered suitable for the geological stor-
age of carbon. It is important to note that under geological reservoir 
conditions H2O and CO2 are two immiscible fluids, which means that 
CO2 will stay on top (closest to the surface) due to the difference in 
density between CO2 and H2O. However, in contact interface between 
these two fluids occurs the dissolution of CO2 into H2O, and also H2O in 
CO2. Therefore, usually two phases coexist, wet supercritical CO2 and 
aqueous solution saturated with CO2 [1–4]. Thus, the experimental 
arrangement was designed to simultaneously obtains data representa-
tive of these two media: CO2-saturated water-HSC (lower part of the 
reactor) and wet supercritical CO2-WSC (upper part of the reactor), as 
illustrated in Fig. 3. For that, the cured cement specimens were 
distributed within a stainless-steel pressure vessel on two different levels 
with five specimens distributed at each level. Then, half of the reactor 
volume was filled with deionized water to cover the specimens of first 
level. The reactor was pressurized using 99.9% pure CO2, supplied by 
Air Products. Two different reaction media were thus created, CO2-sa-
turated water with (HSC) on first level and wet supercritical CO2 (WSC) 
on second level. The CO2 solubility depends on pressure and tempera-
ture. At 15 MPa and 90 ◦C the CO2 solubility limit in water is 1.02 mol 
kg-1 and the pH of CO2-saturated solution is 3.2, and the amount of H2O 
in the CO2-rich phase is relatively small (0.012 mol kg-1), as estimated 
by the thermodynamic model of Duan and Sun [47]. 

The evolution of the cement paste degradation process was investi-
gated after 7, 21, and 56 d of exposure to CO2 environments. All tests 
were performed under static confinement conditions with no CO2 rein-
jection or fluid renewal. 

2.4. Evaluation of CO2 degradation process 

The effects of the degradation process on the cement paste properties 
with and without OMMT nanoclay were evaluated by measuring the 
depth of the chemically altered layer and analyzing the microstructure 
changes by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray micro-
tomography, and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Additionally, the mechanical 

Fig. 2. (a) SEM image of organo-modified montmorillonite (OMMT) nanoclay. (b) X-ray diffraction from the (001) planes of organo-modified montmoril-
lonite (OMMT). 
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properties were determined by Vickers microhardness measurements 
and uniaxial compressive strength tests. 

The depth of the chemically altered layer was measured using the 
Image J software. For each sample, twenty measurements were made 
along the cross section and the results are presented as an average. 
Statistical analysis using the bicaudal paired t-test (or Student’s t-test) 
was applied to confirm if there is a significant difference between the 
mean and standard deviation of chemically altered layer thicknesses of 
two groups of samples (with and without OMMT). The null hypothesis is 
that the average is equal between the two groups, and the alternative 
hypothesis is that the average is different. If the p-value (probability to 
err by rejecting the null hypothesis) is less than 5% (p < 0.05), the null 
hypothesis was rejected, and there is a significant difference between the 
averages. 

The SEM analyses were performed in a field-emission scanning mi-
croscope (Inspect F50 model, FEI). For examination, the samples were 
cut using a precision diamond saw, ground using silicon carbide sand-
paper down to the size of a 1200 mesh, and then mechanically polished 
with 0.25 μm diamond paste. The samples were covered with a thin 
conductive gold film. 

X-ray powder diffraction was used to identify the main crystalline 
phases of the cement paste with and without the addition of OMMT, as 
well as the products consumed and formed in the degradation process in 
the presence of CO2. For comparison purposes, X-ray powder diffraction 
analyses were performed using samples that were extracted from cement 
specimens exposed to CO2 environments and unreacted samples. The 
powder was obtained by crushing and grinding each sample using 
mortar and pestle. In case of CO2-reacted specimens, the samples were 
taken from the chemically modified layer. Analyses were conducted on a 
Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer, with Kα radiation in a copper tube 
operating with a 40 kV voltage and 30 mA current. The peaks identifi-
cation was done by using the International Centre for Diffraction Data 

(ICDD) database. 
3D X-ray computed microtomography was also used to probe the 

changes in cement density due to CO2 attack after reaction with CO2. 
The equipment used was a SkyScan 1173 X-ray computed microtomo-
graph, operating at 130 kV and 61 μA, yielding a spatial resolution of 
7.88 μm. Bruker CTVox software was used to obtain the images. 

The Vickers microhardness test was used to evaluate the hardness 
changes caused by the carbonation process. The microhardness was 
measured by applying a load of 100 g for 15 s, and twenty hardness 
measurements were performed across the chemically altered layer in 
direction to the core with a step of about 100 μm. The Vickers tests were 
conducted using a Shimadzu durometer (HMV-2T model) according to 
ASTM E384-17 standard. The compressive strength tests were per-
formed following the recommendations of ASTM C39/C39M − 18 
standard, using a universal testing machine (EMIC, PC200I model) and 
applying a deformation speed of 0.1 mm/min. The tests were carried out 
in triplicate for each cementitious paste, and for comparison purpose 
unreacted samples and CO2-reacted specimens of same age were tested. 
For that, the unreacted samples were kept immersed in water since 
casted for the same period as the specimens in the reactor. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Properties of cementitious pastes 

Results of mini-slump tests performed on distinct fresh cementitious 
pastes are shown in Fig. 4. Compared to standard cement paste (0% 
OMMT), the addition of OMMT nanoclay reduces the average spreading 
diameter of the slurries, leading to a decrease of 13.3%, 16.6%, and 
31.4% for 0.5%, 1%, and 2% OMMT contents, respectively. It is well 
known that the slurry workability is influenced by friction between 
particles, the particle morphology, and the particle size distribution. The 
reduction in workability observed by the addition of OMMT nanoclay is 
probably for the reason that the particles agglutinate the hydrated 
products, owing to the larger specific area surface at the nanometric 
scale. Consequently, more water is required to reach an adequate 
workability. 

Fig. 5 shows the specific mass of hardened cementitious pastes with 
and without OMMT. The addition of nanoclay increases the specific 
mass of hardened cementitious pastes, but as the OMMT amount in-
creases its effect on matrix densification is less pronounced. The changes 
in the specific mass of cementitious pastes with 0.5%, 1%, and 2% of 
OMMT were 13%, 5%, and 2.5%, respectively. This reduction of the 
specific mass with increasing amount of OMMT can be related to 
agglomerating, resulting from the difficulty of particles to disperse, as 
also observed by other authors [14,32–37]. SEM images illustrating 

Fig. 3. Experimental arrangement for cement paste degradation tests in CO2- 
saturated water (HSC) and wet supercritical CO2 (WSC). 

Fig. 4. Results of mini-slump tests performed on fresh cement pastes with and 
without OMMT nanoclay. 
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OMMT agglomerating in cement paste are shown in Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7 shows the compressive strength of cementitious pastes with 

different amounts of OMMT nanoclay. Notably, the addition of 0.5% of 
OMMT nanoclay promotes a 24.4% increase in compressive strength. 
However, the compressive strength decreases with increasing amount of 
OMMT nanoclay. In general, this property is correlated to specific mass 
which similarly decreased with increasing of OMMT quantity. Never-
theless, for 2% OMMT addition the specific mass is higher than 0% 
OMMT but the compressive strength is lower, which could be related to 
particle agglomeration, as evidenced in Fig. 6. 

3.2. Chemical degradation 

Fig. 8 shows cross-sectional images of specimens following exposure 
to HSC and WSC for different periods, and Fig. 9 presents the thicknesses 
of the chemically modified layer following the carbonation process. The 
degradation of cement in the presence of CO2 forms different fronts that 
are confirmed by the images (Fig. 8). These three zones can be classified 
from the innermost part to the interface of the CO2-saturated media: the 
portlandite depleted zone; the calcium carbonate precipitation zone, 
and the silica gel zone, where the degradation occurs owing to calcium 
leaching and CSH decalcification. 

Fig. 9 shows the thicknesses of the chemically modified layers for 
cement pastes with and without OMMT in both reacting media, HSC and 
WSC. The cement pastes with 0.5% OMMT reacting for 7 d exhibited a 
significant decreasing in the average thickness of chemically modified 
layers relative to standard paste (0% OMMT) on t-test (p < 0.05), cor-
responding to a reduction in thickness of 28.6% and 27.4% for HS and 
WSC, respectively. Nevertheless, it is observed that by adding more 
OMMT nanoclay, the chemically altered layer increases displaying a 

significant difference in relation to standard paste in both medium. This 
was also observed by Chang et al. [40], who reported that cement 
properties were only enhanced by adding nanoparticles to less than 1%. 
The pozzolanic character of OMMT nanoclay induces the formation of 
more CSH because of the consumption of calcium hydroxide by pozzo-
lanic reactions. The alkaline reserve of the matrix and pore solution is 
thus reduced, which may facilitate the advance of the carbonation front 
[48]. HSC medium was the more reactive medium for all pastes for up to 
21 d of exposure, whereas WSC medium was more aggressive over 56 
d (Fig. 8c). 

The computed microtomography images (Fig. 10) evidence the 
density changes due to chemical reactions with CO2, where bright or-
ange represents a high density. The sample periphery displays a rela-
tively porous region (the bicarbonate zone), followed by the denser 
carbonation fronts (paleofronts), then a transition zone between the 
unaltered nucleus and the porous chemically altered zones (portlandite- 
depleted zone), and finally the unaltered core. The SEM images (Fig. 11) 
confirm the computer microtomography results showing the advance of 
the carbonation fronts. Notably, the carbonation mechanism does not 
change in the presence of OMMT. 

The carbonation process in cement pastes is governed by diffusion 
and can be modeled as a linear function of the square root of time, ac-
cording to Fick’s second law [18,49,50]. According to Kutchuko et al. 
[18] and Huet et al. [49], the degradation process tends to deviate from 
this linear behavior owing to pore clogging by calcium carbonate as the 
carbonation time increases. Thus, the advance of the degradation front 
tends to be fast in the first days. However, as calcium carbonate 

Fig. 5. Specific mass of cement pastes with and without OMMT nanoclay ob-
tained by nitrogen adsorption pycnometry. 

Fig. 6. SEM images showing OMMT nanoclay agglomerating in cement paste with 2% OMMT.  

Fig. 7. Compressive strength of cement pastes with and without OMMT 
nanoclay with 7 days age. 
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precipitates in the pores, the permeability decreases, which slows down 
the carbonation front. A linear function of thickness with square root of 
time was observed, indicating that the cement paste carbonation process 
under conditions tested is governed by diffusion. Thus, the diffusion 
coefficient was calculated by approximating the solution of Fick’s sec-
ond law using a constant concentration boundary condition [18,50], and 
the results are presented in Table 2. The diffusion coefficient values are 
in agreement with Barlet-Gouédard et al. [50], who obtained 1.34 ×
10− 11 m2 s− 1. The diffusion coefficient does not exhibit significant dif-
ference as verified on t-test (p≪0.05), either between the media or in the 
presence or absence of OMMT. The exception was 2% OMMT cement 
paste, in which the diffusion coefficient was significantly higher than 0% 
OMMT possibly due to the effects of particle agglomeration. 

The diffractogram for the unreacted standard pastes (Fig. 12a and b) 
indicates the majority presence of the main cement hydrated compo-
nents, calcium hydroxide (P-portlandite) and calcium silicate hydrate 
(CSH), indicating the curing efficacy. The X-ray diffraction pattern of the 
chemically altered layer (Fig. 12c–g) of degraded cement pastes 

evidences the presence of calcium carbonate in distinct polymorphic 
forms, orthorhombic aragonite (A) and rhombohedral calcite (C). The 
large amount of calcium carbonate is related to the carbonation process, 
in which hydrated products, calcium hydroxide, and hydrated calcium 
silicate are consumed by the acid attack. The diffractograms of the 
degraded layers in the presence of OMMT (Fig. 12b) also display the 
same components (calcite and aragonite) observed in the diffractogram 
of the standard paste layer, indicating that the carbonation mechanism 
occurred in a similar manner. Notably, in the diffractograms from the 
tests performed over 7 d, the presence of calcium hydroxide is still 
verified, suggesting that its depletion occurs with longer periods of 
exposure to CO2. 

3.3. Mechanical properties 

Fig. 13a display the results of the Vickers microhardness tests per-
formed on the sample core and the chemically altered layer for HSC 
medium and Fig. 13b for WSC medium. Microhardness measurements 
provide important information on the carbonation process since, in the 
zones where calcium carbonate precipitates, the density increases owing 
to cement pores filling with carbonate. For both media (HSC and WSC) 
and for all paste systems (with and without OMMT nanoclay), an in-
crease in the hardness of the chemically altered layer is observed relative 
to the sample core, as also observed by Kutchko et al. [17]. However, the 
hardness values do not differ significantly between HSC and WSC. 
Additionally, a comparison of the hardness of different cement systems 
reveals similar cement-core hardnesses across all systems, regardless of 
the presence or absence of OMMT. 

However, a comparison of the changes in hardness between the core 
and chemically altered layer reveals a distinct behavior in the presence 
of OMMT. Considering only standard paste for all ages and media, the 
average cement-core hardness is 76.1 ± 4.4 HV/0.1, whereas the 
chemically modified layer has an average hardness of 173.3 ± 5.4 HV/ 
0.1, i.e., a 2.3-fold difference related to the carbonation process. How-
ever, all the paste systems containing OMMT nanoclay display an infe-
rior average hardness of the chemically altered layer (approximately 
25% lower) relative to standard pastes, and a greater standard deviation. 
The large standard deviation is probably due to the presence of various 
degradation fronts with different hardnesses (paleofronts), as observed in 
the SEM images of Fig. 11. The addition of OMMT nanoclay to cement 
paste affects the microhardness. This could be because the OMMT 
pozzolanic effect increases the amount of CSH, which tends to make the 
cement paste less porous, thereby restricting CaCO3 precipitation in the 
cement pores. As the carbonated-layer hardness increases, the cemen-
titious material becomes increasingly fragile because the carbonated 
layer forms an interface with a porous portlandite depleted zone, 
resulting in impaired mechanical properties under mechanical stress. 
From this point of view, the addition of OMMT nanoclay can be bene-
ficial for long-term cement integrity in CO2 rich-environments. 

Fig. 14 shows the compressive strength results for all the cement 
systems before and after exposure to HSC and WSC media over 7 d. For 
relatively short exposure periods to CO2 environments (7 d), no 

Fig. 8. Cross sections of the cement paste specimens with and without OMMT 
after exposure to CO2-rich media for (a) 7 (b) 21 and (c) 56 d. 

Fig. 9. Thicknesses of the chemically modified layer for different exposure times to CO2-rich environments.  
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significant losses in the compressive strength were observed regardless 
of the presence or absence of OMMT. In some cases, a slight increase in 
compressive strength was noted, possibly because of the dominance of 
carbonation over bicarbonation. 

Compressive strength test results, obtained before and after exposure 
to CO2-rich environments for different cement systems over time, are 
presented in Fig. 15. An increase in compressive strength over time is 
observed for all unreacted cement systems, since the cement pastes 
continued to undergo a slow hydration. The most significant loss in 
compressive strength (25.6% reduction) was observed for standard 
paste after 56 d of exposure to WSC medium. In the presence of OMMT 
nanoclay, the compressive strength decreased by only 13.6% and 8.8% 
for 1% OMMT in HSC and WSC media, respectively; and by 5.9% for 2% 
OMMT in WSC medium after 56 d of exposure. This latter result is not 
very significant, considering the standard deviation. For specimens 
reacted in HSC medium, no important changes in resistance were 
observed, but the large standard deviations reflect the heterogeneity of 
the CO2- reacted specimens. After 56 d, the unaltered nucleus in the 

Fig. 10. X-ray computed microtomography images after exposure to CO2 for (a) standard cement paste (0%OMMT) and (b) cement paste with 1% added 
OMMT nanoclay. 

Fig. 11. SEM images of the sample cross-sections exhibiting the advance of the carbonation fronts in the case of (a) 1% of OMMT nanoclay after 21 d and (b) 2% of 
OMMT nanoclay after 56 d. 

Table 2 
Diffusion coefficient (m2 s− 1) for cement systems.  

Medium 0% OMMT (Standard 
paste) 

1% OMMT 2% OMMT 

HSC 1.12 ± 0.16 × 10− 11 1.17 ± 0.28 ×
10− 11 

1.36 ± 0.20 ×
10− 11 

WSC 1.05 ± 0.16 × 10− 11 1.17 ± 0.29 ×
10− 11 

1.19 ± 0.48 ×
10− 11  
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samples has a diameter of approximately 10 mm, covered by a dense 
layer consisting predominantly of CaCO3, as shown in Fig. 8c. These 
results indicate that the compressive strength tends to be considerably 
affected after long exposures to CO2. 

In summary, the results suggest that the inclusion of OMMT nanoclay 
in oil-well cement is likely to preserve the compressive strength of the 
cement in CO2-rich environments. This effect is possibly due to pozzo-
lanic reactions promoted by the OMMT nanoclay that reduces the por-
tlandite content, allowing the formation of a secondary chain of CSH. 
This in turn promotes a denser cementitious matrix, as confirmed by the 
specific mass analyses. However, the cement blends with higher OMMT 
content (2%) displayed a compressive resistance that was slightly lower 
than the standard paste, possibly because of OMMT nanoclay agglom-
eration. These results evidence the importance to developing a more 
efficient mixture process that allows to reach a more homogeneous 
OMMT-cement based composite. 

The detachment and rupture of the degraded layer during the 
compressive strength tests were verified, as illustrated in Fig. 16a for 
standard paste specimens. This behavior could be related to the large 
difference between the hardnesses of the core and chemically degraded 
layer, which are separated by a highly porous zone (portlandite-depleted 
zone) with a low mechanical strength. The occurrence of fractures and 

the separation of the chemically altered layer during the compressive 
strength test observed in the standard paste specimens indicates the 
possibility of a similar behavior in oil-wells, since the cement annulus is 
subjected to mechanical stresses associated with pressure variations 
during periods of CO2 injection or during contractions and expansions 
due to thermal gradients. In addition, such fractures can produce pref-
erential pathways for CO2 migration, resulting in the exposure of the 
entire cement-paste core to the acid medium and hence accelerating the 
degradation of the cement paste. However, this fracture mechanism was 
not observed in the specimens with OMMT nanoclay, as shown in 
Fig. 16b. This suggests that, in the presence of OMMT, the change in 
hardness between the carbonated layer and the portlandite zone is 
smoother or the dissolution of portlandite is not as pronounced and 
porous as that of the standard paste, possibly associated to lower por-
tlandite amount present in cement hydrated paste promoted by OMMT 
pozzolanic effect. The cement paste may thus resist longer periods of 
acid attack in the presence of mechanical stresses. However, further 
studies are needed to better understand the effects of nanoclay on the 
process of hydration, carbonation for longer periods of exposure to CO2 
and failure mechanisms of oil-well cement paste. 

Fig. 12. X-ray diffraction patterns of cementitious pastes before and after exposure to a CO2 environment. P= Portlandite; CSH= Calcium Silicate Hydrate, C2S =
Dicalcium Silicate = A = Aragonite, C= Calcite. 
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4. Conclusions 

From the research reported in this paper about the effect of adding 
organo-modified montmorillonite nanoclay on the performance of oil- 

well cement paste in CO2-rich environments the following conclusions 
can be drawn: 

Fig. 13. Vickers microhardness of the core and chemically altered layer regions after exposure of the cement samples with and without OMMT nanoclay. a) HSC 
medium and (b) WSC medium. 

Fig. 14. Compressive strength of cement pastes with and without OMMT nanoclay before and after exposure to HSC or WSC medium for 7 d.  
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- The addition of OMMT nanoclay reduces the workability of cement 
slurries and promotes a slight increase in specific mass;  

- The cement containing OMMT nanoclay exhibited the same reaction 
mechanism reported in the literature for regular oil-well cement 

class G in CO2-rich environments, involving the formation of three 
zones: a highly porous portlandite-depleted zone, a carbonated zone 
composed of calcium carbonate in polymorphic forms of aragonite 
and calcite of high density, and the bicarbonated zone. However, 
microhardness measurements showed that the carbonated zone in 
standard paste is harder than in cement systems containing OMMT 
nanoclay;  

- The addition of 1% and 2% of OMMT nanoclay in cement paste 
promoted an increase in the chemically altered layer due to 
carbonation in presence of CO2, but for 0.5% OMMT it decreased. 
This indicates that, for some suitable particle content, resistance to 
chemical attack in the presence of CO2 can be enhanced, as reported 
previously in the literature when adding nanoparticles to cement;  

- The addition of OMMT nanoclay maintains the compressive strength 
when the cement is exposed to a CO2-rich environment, possibly 
because of the increase in the pozzolanic reactions promoted by the 
nanoclay;  

- Specimens with nanoclay tended not to display a detachment of the 
chemically altered layer during the compressive test. This suggests 
that the presence of nanoparticles does not promote the formation of 
a pronounced portlandite dissolution region, as is apparent in their 
absence, indicating that they can maintain structural integrity for 
longer periods, even under acid attack and mechanical stress. 
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